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Challenge 1 – Times tables 
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Challenge 2 – Arithmetic and problem solving 
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Area  

Fluency 
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Reasoning and problem solving 

 

Can you explain how you know? 
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Reasoning answers 

 

Challenge 3 – English 

Handwriting task – see class dojo for today’s task. 

Mini invent – Character description of the father 

What is the father in our story like?  How does he behave? What does he dream of?  How does he 
spend his time?  Why is this? 

You will need to use lots of adjectives to describe the father and his thoughts and actions.  You will 
also need adverbs to describe his actions.   Try to make these as interesting as possible, rather than 
using simple adjectives and adverbs.  Using different sentence starters will make your writing more 
exciting too. 

I would like you to write two paragraphs, each of at least 6 sentences. 

Paragraph 1: how the father appears to the boy: sometimes loving, playful and attentive, sometimes 
dreamy. 

Paragraph 2: what the father does in his workshop: how he works, his different moods. 

Mini - invent checklist: 
Does your writing make sense and is it interesting to read? 
Have you kept the tense the same throughout? 
Have you used as many words as you can from the vocabulary idea box below? 
Have you used a range of  adjectives and adverbs? 
Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
Can you include any additional punctuation : brackets, exclamation marks? 
Have you used a variety of sentence starters - think ISPACE? 
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Have you included a variety of sentence types:  simple (main clause only), compound (two main 
clauses joined by a co-ordinating conjunction  - FANBOYS) and complex (main clause and subordinate 
clause joined by a subordinating conjunction  - I SAW A WABUB)? 
Have you written two paragraphs, each containing at least 6 sentences? 
 
Vocabulary idea box: 
 
 
 

 

 

  

 

 

Idea for how to begin your writing… 

When my father could wrench himself from his powerful dreams of the sky, he would lift me (as if I 
was as light as a feather) into the air.  He raced me playfully onto the damp sand, carefully ensuring I 
kept away from the jagged rock edges, and skilfully showed me how to play the games he had learnt 
as a child: cricket, crabbing, swimming.  Lingering over tiny rockpools, delicately manoeuvring the 
net with his strong arms, he gently scooped up a single miniature crab and then placed it back with 
the absolute care he gave to everything.  

 

Dreamy  linger  inhale  engulf  float 

Waft  silent  grasp  embrace tender 

Observe focus  skilfully  gaze  daydream 

Gloomy  drab  ascending intricate devoted 

Distant  melancholy intense  profound overwhelming 


